Karol Madera was banned from QRZ.com after his one and only post, while masquerading as George Zardecki. For his role in this, Zardecki was also banned for allowing Madera to use his login privileges.

+++ Libellous remarks are omitted and editorial comments are in [brackets] +++

On January 12, 2007 at 01:22 AM, Karol Madera -- masquerading as George Zardecki -- writes:

I think you should let QRZ readers decide for themselves what to read. I also do not appreciate you attempting to dictate to me how I should feel, whose company I should keep and what I should write. Next, you'll be telling me what to think. Oops, too late; Above all, I will not tolerate your subtly veiled threats. As to Karol VE7KFM supposedly 'bashing' Fred AA7BQ and QRZ, you over-state as usual and for reasons obvious to anyone who can walk and chew gum at the same time. My previous Bio that you make so much of (the bolding presumably is for a reason) was there for only some two years. Apparently no one except you noticed, HI. Incidentally, my current so-called Bio is an almost exact copy of yours, except that I corrected the URLs which you appear to have gotten 'wrong' and worse. As a first-time poster I won’t thank you for your over-the-top opinion that my neutral post is “garbage”. But I especially don’t appreciate your vicious comments about Karol, my Canadian amateur radio friend and regular correspondent on 14.275 who incidentally stayed at my house several years ago. For what it’s worth and implies, I would never even consider inviting you to visit my wife and me, or for that matter Gabby, my rotweiler [SIC] dog.

FYI I have NEVER heard Karol threaten Americans with roadside bombs. I have occasionally heard him sign off after being viciously QRM’ed for hours on end, using his ‘famous formulary’ of: on the one hand wishing listeners of good will a “Good Night”—and ‘sticks and stones and roadside bombs’ for the QRM’ers on the other hand. IF, but only if the shoe fits, i.e. if the QRM’ers are Americans, then I suppose your charge might barely fit. But, since QRM’ers by definition are criminals, they should be behind bars, unfortunately at taxpayers’ expense. The way I look at it, Karol is just trying to help the rest of us US taxpayers out of a tight situation. But, judging by the amount of time you spend on-air and on the Web, you probably are not working full time if at all. As such, you probably don’t pay taxes and don’t appreciate Karol’s fine legal and fiscal analysis of the situation.

[This unintentionally humorous "legal analysis" comes from someone who wasn't allowed to practice law and the "fiscal analysis" comes from someone who's been jobless since the '80's, but who sells junk on occasion, at pennies on the pound.]

In closing, I have three questions for you...

Why did you pay money for a URL whose only distinguishing aspect is my friend Karol VE7KFM’s call-sign? Don’t you realize that this is fundamentally fraudulent or at the very least highly improper, call-signs being uniquely licensed? And, why do you frequently pass it and several other of your supposedly anonymous, unattributed and fraudulent spoof URLs off ‘as if’ they were VE7KFM’s?

[Madera's bachelor's-level law school class barely earned a 71% (a failing grade for any lawyer-wannabe in the US) which may explain why Madera believes that a registered, top-level domain, hosted in the United States, is somehow "fraudulent, improper, unattributed, and anonymous" when the name of our publisher; our phone and FAX numbers; and our email and postal addresses are all prominently posted in our contact link, on our first page.]

BTW I just noticed that you are very sloppy and inattentive among other things when quoting others. In the very last line of your post, for example, you stopped short for some reason. The line in the original reads:

[Libel omitted, as promised]

Anyone wanting to check the accuracy of this and more, see:
KFM's unreadable blog... and, good luck with finding anything accurate on Madera's blog. Fraud and insanity, yes, accuracy, no... Madera's psychotic features aside; he was banned from QRZ.com for posting links to his hate propaganda, racism, child abuse, violence, and support of al Qaida, while George Zardecki was banned for allowing Madera to use his login credentials for the same purpose. The fact that Madera wrote the inane garbage above is simply more evidence of his continuing FRAUD in this and many other matters that have come to light with respect to his activities, all the way back to the mid 1960's when he fraudulently impersonated a Naval officer.]